Thanks are given to the Orchestra Committee (Charlotte Woolley, Hanna Barriga, Sarah
Harington Hawes, Philip Broadey, Hilary Wood, Claire Rutland, Mike Bradburn) and to
Father Tim Hide, for their ongoing support and excellent organisational efforts.
Thanks additionally to the Parishes of St Barnabas and Christ Church for allowing us to use
their wonderful churches and halls.

SELO Membership Scheme:
We especially thank the following people for becoming a member this season.

South East London Orchestra
Conductor: David Smith
Soloist: Sarah Westley

Friend(s): Peter Main
Our membership scheme was launched in 2015, inspired by support from our audience.
There are two levels of annual membership which carry particular benefits:
Friend
Seat reservation privileges (if booked in advance). A written credit in all concert
programmes.
Patron
Associate your support with a particular part of the SELO season, be it the performance of a
particular piece, the appearance of a soloist, or more (see below).
Seat reservation privileges (if booked in advance), a written credit in all concert
programmes and a verbal acknowledgement in the appropriate SELO concert.
Patron opportunities for the 2016/17 season, with remaining availability, are:

● Support Fenella Humphreys’ performance of the Korngold Violin Concerto
● Support Jake Muffett’s performance of Mahler’s Rückert Lieder
● Support the orchestra’s first concert for children
● Support the SELO leader’s position
All Friends and Patrons will be listed in concert programmes and will receive regular
updates about SELO’s concerts and activities.
Friend: £50 / year
Patron: from £150 / year

Sunday 4 December 2016
St. Barnabas Church, Beckenham

Local business sponsorship proposals are very welcome. Please contact us to discuss any
recommendations.
To join the SELO Friends Membership please contact us at seorchestra@gmail.com.
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Welcome to this afternoon’s concert, in which we focus particularly on the time of
the First World War through two major works.
Nielsen’s astounding Fourth Symphony was written 100 years ago, and whatever
else it is – a metaphor for life itself – it is also a war symphony, with all the
violence and poignant reflection that brings. It is also one of the most uplifting,
thrilling symphonies of the early twentieth century to boot.
Elgar’s famous Cello Concerto (1919) barely needs an introduction, but it too is a
product of that war, if it expresses that connection through more soulful, reflective
(and redemptive) means. We are delighted to welcome today’s soloist, Sarah
Westley, to perform with us today. Both Sarah and I grew up around the area of
Worcestershire that was Elgar’s home for much of his life, and it is a pleasure to
work with her once again after a gap of quite some time!
We will be back here at St Barnabas in the new year with Korngold’s beautiful Violin
Concerto on 26th of March. Till then, we leave you with our very best wishes for
Christmas.

*

*

Mozart – Idomeneo Overture
Elgar – Cello Concerto in E minor

*

Interval

Oboe
Catherine Smale
Catherine Parkinson
Marissa Pueschel

Violin I
Alan Titherington
Katherine Savage
Mike Bradburn
Philip Curry
Yean Chooi
Heather Hall

Clarinet
Philip Broadey
John Tress
Alexander Flemming

Violin II
Claire Rutland
Penny Davies
Robert McIlveen
Keith Hide
Rosamund Sykes

Bassoon
Claire Goddard
Val Currie
Peter Hollis

Viola
Jane McLauchlin
Julia Ridout
Andrew Perry-McAlpine
Tina Taylor
Patrick Rutland

David Smith
Music Director
*

The Orchestra

*

Nielsen – Symphony No. 4, ‘The Inextinguishable’
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Cello
Hilary Wood
Ed Langford
Charlotte Wright
Richard Thorn
Phillipa Bradburn
Katharina Kelling

Horn
Andy Currie
Jo Kemsley
Ben Mason
Alexander Robinson
Trumpet
Ben Reeve
Nathaniel Rodwell
Stuart Jenkins
Trombone
Thomas Woodcock
Richard Tighe
Matt Gray

Double bass
Morven Main
Mimi Poon
Malcolm Healey

Tuba
Ben Dowsett

Flute
Jennifer Raven
Sarah Harington Hawes
Jennifer Sutton

Timpani
David Coronel
Richard Souper
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Music Director: David Smith
David enjoys working with a number of ensembles in London, programming
pieces from unusual corners of the repertoire, alongside the great classics. In
addition to his work with SELO, he is also Music Director of the City of London
Symphonic Winds.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791)
Idomeneo Overture (1781)
The story of Idomeneo would nowadays fit very nicely into a fantasy drama series such as Game of
Thrones, given its preponderance for battles, blood, sacrifices to the gods and the passing of power
from one generation to the next.

He regularly conducts the London Repertoire Orchestra and has worked as
guest conductor with many orchestras in London and across the South of
England, including Brent Symphony Orchestra, Kingston Philharmonic, Sidcup
Symphony and South Bank Symphony (now Sinfonia Tamesa). Concert venues
have included Trinity College of Music, Hampton Hill Playhouse, the Landmark
Arts Centre, Teddington, and St James’s Park, as part of The Royal Parks series. Work abroad has
involved concerts at the Chopin Academy in Warsaw, Poland, and in Italy as part of the International
Festival of European Youth Orchestras.

After being saved at sea, King Idomeneo of Crete is ordered by Neptune to sacrifice the first living
creature he meets after arriving safely on land. It transpires that the first living creature he sees is
his own son, Idamante. Thus follows a tale of a love triangle, Neptune’s storm and monster, the
king’s confession, Idamante’s victory over the monster and Neptune’s mercy – sparing the son’s life
but demanding Idomeneo’s abdication. The work itself was an enormous success, and is considered
Mozart’s breakthrough opera.

David studied Music, and subsequently Musicology, at the University of Southampton, where his
tutors included David Owen Norris and Michael Finnissy. He studied conducting with Robin
Browning and Denise Ham. Alongside his conducting career and trombone playing, David works in
the music education sector.

Edward Elgar (1857–1934)

Leader: Alan Titherington
Alan studied music in Huddersfield in the 1980s, where he was taught by
Herbert Whone, immersing himself in as much contemporary music as
possible, and over the years has worked closely with composers such as Witold
Lutoslawski, Harrison Birtwistle, Peter Maxwell Davies, John Cage and Michael
Tippett.
He began freelancing following a year at The National Centre for Orchestral
Studies (based at Goldsmith's College) and early engagements included extra
work with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and a short stint in the original
Miss Saigon production in the West End. Playing mostly around the South East, other career moves
such as joining the Army, classroom music teaching and testing financial software have always been
flexible enough in allowing time to continue musical pursuits.
After 23 years, Alan is also the second longest-serving member of the Dartington Festival Orchestra
and has been privileged to have worked with some of the most respected and influential orchestral
conductors, including Diego Masson, Charles Groves, Vernon Handley, Edward Downes, Ilan Volkov
and Jiří Bělohlávek. A recent highlight of the Dartington years was a performance of Haydn's
'Creation' with Sir Charles Mackerras on his first visit to the Summer School in almost 40 years.

Cello Concerto in E minor (1919)
Sarah Westley cello

I
II
III
IV

Adagio – Moderato
Lento – Allegro molto
Adagio
Allegro – Moderato – Allegro ma non troppo

Most of Elgar's music was written between 1890 and 1914, part of the flowering of European art that
preceded the Great War. The Enigma variations, Gerontius and the two symphonies belong to the
same world as the poetry of Yeats and Rilke, the plays of Galsworthy and Shaw, the music of Strauss
and Puccini. All of these artists created new works after 1914, but the world they came from, and
which had nourished them, was gone. The scale of the war was apocalyptic, and, before it happened,
few people had thought such destruction were even possible.
These were the circumstances when Edward Elgar checked into a London nursing home in March of
1918 to have his tonsils removed. Surgery on a sixty-year-old man was considered somewhat
dangerous, but his doctors decided it was necessary. "He was in a great deal of pain for several days,"
the composer's daughter Carice wrote later. "There was not anything like the sedatives we have now,
but nevertheless, he woke up one morning and asked for pencil and paper and wrote down the
opening theme of the Cello Concerto." In the weeks to come, however, Elgar made no attempt to put
this new melody in 9/8 time to use. Appalled and disillusioned by the war, he had done little
sustained composition since 1914, except for The Spirit of England.
In May, Elgar, his wife Alice and Carice went to live at Brinkwells, the thatched cottage in Sussex
where the family had spent the previous summer. Having been born in the small Worcestershire
village of Broadheath, Elgar loved the countryside, and the rural surroundings helped ease his
recovery. Yet even in leafy Sussex, the war made its presence felt: at night the family heard artillery
rumbling across the Channel.
Then, in August, Elgar surprised his family by announcing that he wanted one of his pianos, an old
Steinway upright, taken from storage and installed at Brinkwells. The day after the piano arrived,
Elgar set to work on a sonata for violin and piano, and Alice noticed at once that it was different from
anything he had written before. She called it "wood magic ... so delicate and elusive." Elgar
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completed the sonata within weeks, and during the next five months he developed this new style
further in a piano quintet and a string quartet. In Adrian Boult's words, "a new note of fantasy, of
freedom and of economy" had come into Elgar's music. All three chamber works were premiered in
May of 1919, by which time Elgar had gotten the idea of using the 9/8 melody in a concerto for cello
and orchestra.
The concerto had its premiere on 27 October with the London Symphony Orchestra at Queen's Hall.
Rehearsal time had been inadequate, and the review by Ernest Newman, a leading critic, began by
complaining about the ragged performance. He went on to say: "The work itself is lovely stuff, very
simple - that pregnant simplicity that has come upon Elgar's music in the last couple of years, but
with a profound wisdom and beauty underlying its simplicity ... a fine spirit's lifelong wistful
brooding upon the loveliness of earth."
During his final illness in 1933, Elgar hummed the concerto's first theme to a friend and said, "If ever
after I'm dead you hear someone whistling this tune on the Malvern Hills, don't be alarmed. It's only
me."

* * Interval * *
Carl Nielsen (1865–1931)
Symphony No. 4, ‘The Inextinguishable’ (1916)
I
II
III
IV

Allegro –
Poco allegretto –
Poco adagio quasi andante –
Con anima – Allegro

In the years leading up to the First World War, Nielsen had begun to build a substantial collection of
major works – three symphonies, a violin concerto, two operas and much more. Having left the
position of conductor at the Royal Theatre he had more time to compose, and began his Fourth
Symphony in the summer of 1914. It was to be a long journey for the work to reach its completion.
From the outset, he knew what he wanted this symphony to be. In a letter to his wife in May 1914, he
wrote: “I have an idea for a new work which has no programme, but which is to express what we
understand by Life Urge or Life Expression – that is, everything that moves, that has the will to life
… I must have a word or a short title that says this.”
The composition continued throughout 1914 and 1915, but it was completed in time to be performed
on 1 February 1916. Nielsen’s pupil, Knud Jeppesen, was tasked with writing a programme note for
the premiere, as Nielsen was so pressed for time completing the work. Later, Nielsen himself wrote a
note on the symphony, which is long, but remarkable:
“Music is Life. As soon as even a single note sounds in the air or through space, it is result of life and
movement; that is why music (and the dance) are the more immediate expressions of the will to life.
“The symphony evokes the most primal sources of life and the wellspring of the life-feeling; that is,
what lies behind all human, animal and plant life, as we perceive or live it. It is not a musical,
programme-like account of the development of a life within a limited stretch of time and space, but
an un-programme-like dip right down to the layers of the emotional life that are still half-chaotic
and wholly elementary. In other words the opposite of all programme music, despite the fact that
this sounds like a programme.
“The symphony is not something with a thought-content, except insofar as the structuring of the
various sections and the ordering of the musical material are the fruit of deliberation by the
composer in the same way as when an engineer sets up dykes and sluices for the water during a
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flood. It is in a way a completely thoughtless expression of what make the birds cry, the animals
roar, bleat, run and fight, and humans moan, groan exult and shout without any explanation. The
symphony does not describe all this, but the basic emotion that lies beneath all this. Music can do
just this, it is its most profound quality, its true domain … because, by simply being itself, it has
performed its task. For it is life, whereas the other arts only represent and paraphrase life. Life is
indomitable and inextinguishable; the struggle, the wrestling, the generation and the wasting away
go on today as yesterday, tomorrow as today, and everything returns. Once more: music is life, and
like it inextinguishable.”
All of that passion and elemental life-force are channelled into the explosive opening of the
symphony. The historical context is worth remembering – this is a war symphony and this carries
with it all the pain and emotion of violent times. The music throughout the symphony is everchanging and often surprising to the ear, but these moments of chaos coalesce around ‘glorioso’,
much more stable climaxes, for example at the end of the first section of the opening Allegro, and at
the end of the first movement itself. These fantastic climaxes are built around a truly glorious
descending major scale – the simplest motif to contrast with the complexity swirling around it.
The four movements of the symphony play continuously – the ‘inextinguishable’ energy doesn’t
allow it to stop – and there is a simple intermezzo second movement, featuring the woodwind,
followed by a slow movement that opens with a screaming high violin note. The movement is at first
soulful, and later more tense as a nagging new theme builds to the explosion of fast string-playing
that heralds the finale. This fourth movement is built around a menacing battle between two sets of
timpani, completely dissonant with the rest of the orchestra. The British critic Ernest Newman heard
these passages – perhaps correctly – as “spasmodic explosions [which] made us think the air raids
had come again”. As earlier in the symphony, the dissonant battle and chaos of the finale come
together to resolve in a blaze of E major. The inextinguishable energy of the music is irrepressible to
the end.
Mozart & Nielsen programme notes © South East London Orchestra 2016
Elgar programme note reproduced courtesy of The Elgar Society

Soloist: Sarah Westley
Since being awarded the title of BBC County Young Musician of Hereford and
Worcester, Sarah has enjoyed a busy international career as a freelance
orchestral, chamber and solo cellist. Her orchestral experience is extensive,
having toured as principal with The Soloists of the Royal Opera House Covent
Garden and Brandenburg Sinfonia, with The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
London Concert Orchestra, Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra and with
Birmingham Royal Ballet. As a chamber musician, Sarah has travelled the
world
performing recitals with cruise lines and performs internationally with The
Crystal Palace String Quartet. As well as her classical experience, she has recorded, toured and
performed with Tinie Tempah, Elton John, Kylie Minogue, Michael Ball, Andrea Bocelli, MIKA, Jeff
Beck and Katy Mellua, and has performed as principal and soloist in London’s West End shows. Sarah
has also performed on Strictly Come Dancing, X-Factor, and toured and recorded with the Grammy
nominated show ‘Inala’ with Ladysmith Black Mambazo.
In addition to her performing career, Sarah is an active teacher and trained workshop leader and was
recently awarded her PGDE and Qualified Teacher Status.
Sarah completed her degree at Trinity College of Music, studying with Joely Koos and Tim Gill, and
her Postgraduate Diploma and LRAM teaching diploma at The Royal Academy of Music with
Josephine Knight and baroque cello under Jennifer Ward Clark.
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